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01 19 2015  Kresta in the Afternoon  60 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al Kresta 
takes a closer look at current events, issues and ideas. Today Al interviews Tim Staples regarding his book¸ Behold 
Your Mother: A Biblical Defense of the Marian Doctrine.  Al also replays portions of Martin Luther King, Jr.s   I 
Have a Dream speech and discusses the lasting impact the speech has had on America and the world.  Al interviews 
Drew Hansen about the biblical and theological connections in King’s speech.  Al also interviews Nathan Schlueler 
with a critical historical, constitutional and philosophical examination of Martin Luther King Jr.s understanding of 
justice, his Dream, from within the context of the American political tradition. 

01 28 2015   Kresta in the Afternoon   60 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al Kresta 
takes a closer look at current events, issues and ideas.  Today Al interviews Chaunie Marie Brusie stared down at the 
pregnancy test her senior year of college and saw two tiny blue lines, a positive test, she knew the road forward 
would be filled with difficult decisions, but she rose to the challenge. Brusie graduated from college, got married, 
and became a labor and delivery nurse and vocal advocate for the millions of young women who experience 
unplanned pregnancies each year. In her debut book, Tiny Blue Lines, Brusie offers coaching to young women, 
reminding them that their plight is near to the heart of Mary and that there is healing to be found in such Catholic 
practices as the Sacrament of Reconciliation. Brusie provides lists, resources, humor, anecdotes, and spiritual 
inspiration to help women gracefully navigate this challenging terrain.  Al also interviews Mark Hart, coauthor of 
Zealous:  following Jesus with Guidance from St. Paul.  Mark gave a contemporary look at the basics of spiritual life 
through the lens of St. Pauls epistles.  Lastly, Al interviews Okan Kulan, a Turkish tour guide who works with Steve 
Ray about his conversion story.

01 29 2015   Kresta in the Afternoon   60 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al Kresta 
takes a closer look at current events, issues and ideas.  Today Al interviews Nicole Garnett who is the author of Lost 
Classroom, Lost Community, Catholic Schools Importance in Urban America.   In the book Nicole details how 
Catholic schools promote the development of social capital, the social networks and mutual trust that form the 
foundation of safe and cohesive communities.  She also demonstrates how the loss of Catholic schools triggers 
disorder, crime and an overall decline in community cohesiveness.  Al also discusses actress Julianne Moore’s 
comments saying that she doesn’t believe in God and that structure is imposed.  Included in this discussion al talks 
about the US Bishops recent statements on the death penalty as well as the significance of the death penaltys 
inclusion in Mosaic law.  Lastly Al interviews Dan Horan about Thomas Merton and whether he should have been a 
Franciscan.  The 100th birthday of Thomas Merton is coming up in a few days.  He is famed for his autobiography, 
The Seven Storey Mountain.  

02 02 2015   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al Kresta 
takes a closer look at current events, issues and ideas.  Today Al talks about the Super Bowl, which was played 
yesterday.  Sports fans across the nation are going to be talking about last night’s game for weeks, especially the 
controversial play call that led to one of the most dramatic endings in years. We are here to discuss other aspects of 
the game. Malcolm Butler, the rookie cornerback whose incredible interception in the end zone won the game for 
his team, had some amazing comments after the game. He told NBCs Michelle Tafoya that he had a vision he was 
going to make a big play and credited his faith for his success. Al has some thoughts on Butlers comments. Also in 
this segment, we talk about some of the more memorable Super Bowl ads and the messages they did or didnt get 
across. Al also talks about the White House have now issued multiple statements claiming that the Taliban is an 
armed insurgency, not a terrorist group. It classifies al Qaeda and ISIS as terrorist groups but claims the Taliban falls 
under a different category while acknowledging the Taliban’s terrorist activities. Why would a group responsible for 
countless terror attacks be classified as anything but a terrorist group? On a related note, Al Jazeera, a leading 
Arabic news network, has banned the words terrorist, Islamist and Jihad from its airwaves. Al discusses why the 
world is so obstinate in its refusal to acknowledge terrorism for what it really is.  Lastly this hour, Al takes a look at 
St. Thomas Aquinas, whose feast day was last week. Although he is been dead for nearly 800 years, Aquinas 
teachings still ring true in the modern world and are beginning to gain an even stronger following. Al talks to Dr. 
Peter Kreeft to join us and explain why Thomas Aquinas still matters.



In the second hour, Al talks about the upcoming movie, 50 Shades of Grey, which premiers in less than two weeks. 
The film aired a new trailer during the Super Bowl touting its popularity and asking if viewers were curious. We 
cannot stress enough how this story glorifies violence and abuse against women and is harmful to society. Dr. 
Miriam Grossman joins us with a medical professional’s viewpoint on what makes the story so dangerous. Al 
follows up the discussion with Dr. Grossman with his own thoughts on 50 Shades of Grey. How can we know the 
story is bad if we have not actually read it? Is not it just a movie? What’s all the fuss? He also has some closing 
thoughts on the White Houses comments on the Taliban and why so many people are reluctant to call out terrorism. 

02 17 2015   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al Kresta 
takes a closer look at current events, issues and ideas. Today Al checks in with faithful Catholics.  Are they 
Checking Out of the Francis Pontificate?  Are Lapsed Catholics Checking In?  Al takes a look at the end of the 
liberal honeymoon with Francis, as progressives realize that he is not about to change centuries of Church teaching 
on marriage and the priesthood.  Al talks with Sam Gregg about these topics and opens up the phone lines.

Yesterday Al spoke with historian Gary Smith about the faith of several US presidents, including Barack Obama.  
Gary said he believes Obama is a serious Christian.  This has already generated feedback from people who, very 
understandably, have trouble believing that Obama is really the Christian he claims to be.  Al gives some comments 
on the facts and fantasies of Obama’s faith life.

Are Americans fed up with Divorce?  Rabbi Accused of Running Divorce Kidnap Team heads to Trial, 48 Hour 
Divorce Offers Affordable, Less Stressful Option for Speedy Divorce, Valentines Day, Perfect for Divorce?  Those 
are just a few of the top results when you search the news headlines for divorce.  The topic has become mainstream 
and is often regarded as not a huge deal because the marriage just did not work out.  But what happens when divorce 
is not an option?  Al sits down with Dr. Greg Popcak to ask this and other questions. The second hour was  

02 24 2015   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al Kresta 
takes a closer look at current events, issues and ideas. In the first hour, Al gives his thoughts on a variety of 
questions and topics. Are secularists a societal liability? Would politicians hire a campaign manager who supported 
their opponent? Are Christians to blame for the war on Christianity? How does the LA Times decide the news? Is 
there too much prayer in politics? We’ll also look into yet another report of ISIS violence, this time concerning the 
kidnapping of dozens of Syrian Christians.

And So it Begins: The Aftereffect of 50 Shades: A 19 year old student at the University of Illinois, Chicago 
accused of sexually assaulting a female classmate says he was reenacting 50 Shades of Grey. According to police 
reports, Mohammad Hossain went to his dorm with an unnamed 19 year old woman. He removed her clothes down 
to her underwear, bound her hands and legs, put a cap over her eyes and stuffed a necktie into her mouth. He began 
to strike her with a belt and she pleaded for him to stop. The woman worked her hands free and Hossain held her 
arms back and sexually assaulted her. Hossain later said on Facebook that he was finally satisfied.  Al has some 
comments.

Born into a Battle Pope Francis and Spiritual Warfare Pope Francis has reaffirmed the reality of spiritual 
warfare throughout his papacy. In order to win the battle against temptation, we must know who our enemy is and 
how he operates. Once this is understood we can develop tools and strategies for fighting him. Paul Thigpen, author 
of the Manual for Spiritual Warfare, joins us.

Discussing Current Church Events with Archbishop Vigneron Archbishop Allen Vigneron of Detroit is with us 
to discuss a variety of contemporary Church topics. We’ll talk about the ongoing plight of Christians in the Middle 
East, the success of the March for Life and Pope Francis Year for Marriage.

03 05 2015  Kresta in the Afternoon  120 minutes  Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al Kresta 
takes a closer look at current events, issues and ideas. Al comments regarding a CNN interview yesterday, potential 
GOP candidate Dr. Ben Carson said he believes being gay is a choice because, a lot of people who go into prison go 
into prison straight,  and when they come out, they are gay.  He later backtracked on this statement, telling reporters 
I do not pretend to know how every individual came to their sexual orientation. I regret that my words to express 



that concept were hurtful and divisive. Has Carson already destroyed his chances for the White House? What should 
Republicans be saying on the issues of gay marriage and the cause of homosexuality? Al has some thoughts.

 Al also discusses some interesting tidbits from the news, including a gay three way wedding in Thailand and a viral 
video that declares Love has no Gender.

Eric Scheidler of the Pro Life Action League joins Al to talk about an area of pro life ministry that is often 
overlooked, ministering to abortionists who have been incarcerated.

Al takes a look at the mysteries of the Shroud of Turin. On Sunday CNN aired a program about the history and 
mystery of the Shroud of Turin. What answers can be found from carbon dating tests? What other evidence is there 
for the Shroud? John Jackson is the leader of a prominent Shroud research team and has the answers.

 Al takes a look at Why Star Trek and Mr. Spock Matter. Star Trek fans lost one of their heroes last week. Leonard 
Nimoy, known to millions as Mr. Spock, passed away from heart complications. Star Trek and Mr. Spock left a 
major mark on American culture and entertainment. What lessons can we learn from them? Steven Greydanus joins 
us.
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